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Mayor of the Ukrainian city of Dnipro, Borys Filatov (C) speaks next to Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (L) during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of the Ukrainian city of Dnipro, Borys Filatov (C) speaks next to Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (2ndL) during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of the Ukrainian city of Lviv, Andriy Sadovyi (R) speaks next to Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of the Ukrainian city of Lviv, Andriy Sadovyi (R) looks on next to Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (up) gives a speech through a screen projection during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (up) gives a speech through a screen projection during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (up) gives a speech through a screen projection during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (C) welcomes seven Mayors of seven Ukrainian cites, including Mayor of Ukrainian city of Lviv (L), and Mayor of Ukrainian city of Dnipro (4thR), during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky gives a speech through a screen projection in the presence Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (4thL), and seven Mayors of seven Ukrainian cites, including Mayor of Ukrainian city of Lviv (L), and Mayor of Ukrainian city of Dnipro (4thR), during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (C) stands with seven Mayors of seven Ukrainian cites, including Mayor of Ukrainian city of Lviv (2ndL), and Mayor of Ukrainian city of Dnipro (4thR), while playing the national anthem of Ukraine, during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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Mayor of Cannes David Lisnard (R) stands with Mayors of Ukrainian cites, including Mayor of Ukrainian city of Lviv (L), while playing the national anthem of Ukraine, during the 104th session of the Congress of Mayors organised by "France's Mayors' Association" (AMF), in Paris, on November 22, 2022. (Photo by Alain JOCARD / AFP)
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FILE - Polish President Andrzej Duda listens through an earpiece to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy during a joint news conference in Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, Aug. 23, 2022. Russian comedians pretending to be the French president tricked the Polish president, Andrzej Duda, into giving them sensitive information after a missile exploded in eastern Poland last week. Duda’s office confirmed on Tuesday, Nov. 22, 2022 that he was put through to a person claiming to be France’s Emmanuel Macron last week.  (AP Photo/Andrew Kravchenko, File)
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